
VITERBO INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT 
Rules & Behavioural Rules for Kart Rental 

 
1. To drive one of our karts (single gear 4 strokes 270cc.) you must have a minimum age of 12 years, 

a minimum height of 1.60 m and a physical condition to be able to practice non-competitive sports. 

 

Children under the age of 12 can be taken with the two-seater kart driven by a parent. In any case all 

minors must necessarily be accompanied to the circuit by a parent or submit the form of the discharge 

of responsibility pre-compiled with a photocopy of the documents of both. 

 

2. It shall be strictly prohibited to drive karts after taking alcohol or substances which may alter 

perception. 

 

3. Any person who wishes to rent a kart must be equipped with clothing suitable for his or her safety. 

In the light of this warning, the following shall apply: 

 

a) Have your own full face helmet with visor. If you do not have one, you will be provided with our 

helmet complete with disposable hygienic helmet included in the rental price. 

 

b) It is forbidden to drive a kart with open shoes, unbuttoned shoes, flip-flops, clogs, shoes with heels, 

hair particularly protruding outside the helmet and not fixed. 

 

c) Check that your clothing does not contain any particulars which may enter contact with gears 

and/or mechanisms of the kart itself (e.g., scarves, scarves, etc.). 

 

d) It is our unquestionable opinion to evaluate positively or negatively the suitability of clothing in 

order to increase safety and therefore to allow or not to enter the track. We also try with the clothing 

to always be in a safer condition. 

 

4. On arrival: Show up at the office for the payment of the shift, the eventual collection of the helmet 

and receive the number assignment of hired karts.  

 

5. Entry to the runway shall be permitted only to persons in good standing with payment and 

membership, subject to further inspection of clothing. 

 

6. It will only be announced by our service staff when it is possible to access the track and who will 

have to prepare for the next session. 

 

7. Once you have heard the explanation from the staff, about the use of the kart and the circuit, it is 

essential to make a few laps slowly to view the track and heat the tires, gradually increasing the pace. 

 

8. Any communication to the service personnel during the course of the shift, must be made by 

stopping in the appropriate area of return of the kart, raising the hand during re-entry (before the curve 

that leads to the finish line) and slowing down gradually. 

 

9. If the kart stops during a shift for any reason, the driver must not remove the helmet and get out 

of the vehicle, if it is possible to bring the vehicle still in motion in the flower beds overlooking the 

track signaling promptly (waving) to the service staff. You will be assisted as soon as possible and in 

complete safety. 

 



10. It is absolutely forbidden to access the track to third persons, companion and/or friends while the 

shift is in progress. 

 

11. It is mandatory to immediately slow down near a stationary kart along the track, passing as far 

away from it as possible. 

 

12. The end of each round shall be communicated by chequered flag. Return at a moderate speed 

to the appropriate area indicated by the staff, after a further lap of slowdown. 
 

 

13. It is absolutely forbidden to proceed on the zigzag track, to close the trajectories, to 

intentionally hit the other karts to get ahead, to have an incorrect or dangerous driving 

behaviour. Rental shifts are not races, so avoid that excessive competition is the cause of 

unpleasant and unnecessary accidents. Violators of this rule will be immediately stopped and 

removed and will lose any right to the refund of the amount paid for that turn. 

 

14. Any damage caused to karts or to the system in general, including due to uncivilized, incorrect 

and/or unsportsmanlike behaviour, will result in immediate compensation for the damage caused to 

karts, structures and/or third parties and the consequent removal from the facilities without 

reimbursement of the shift. 

 

15. We remind you that the entire facility is at Vs. disposal. As well as our vehicles (rental karts, etc.). 

Give us a hand to keep everything in order as you would certainly always want to find. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

FLAGS MEANING 
 

-Yellow flag: General danger on the track slow down immediately, be careful not to overtake in the 

concerned section by such a warning. 

 

-Red flag: immediately stop the shift, slow down instantly at a walking pace and take off the track 

with the appropriate exit lanes. 

 

This warning must be complied with strictly for safety reasons. 

 

-Blue flag: immediately allow the overtaking of the following driver by taking off trajectory and 

gradually decreasing speed. 

 

-Yellow flag: with orange stripes: slippery conditions on the track, pay maximum attention in the 

marked section decreasing the speed of the vehicle. 

 

-Checkered flag: end of shift, make a further slow down lap and use the "walking" return lane to go 

to the rest area indicated by the staff. 

 

Vit Motrsport. S.r.l. 

 

 

 

 


